
Environmental Controls Order Form

Patient Name: Patient Email: Patient Phone:

SLP Name: SLP Email: SLP Phone:

Quality of Life System PN:228-0209-01

Item ID Description

228-0182

228-0195

228-0173

228-0177

Provides WinSlate users with an independent quality of life. Allows control of their home environment indepent 

of caregivers. Provides communication, entertainment, comfort and convenience features. Compatible with all 

access methods including touch, eye tracking, head mouse and scan switch.

Smart TV Integration: Smart TV integration system for use with WinSlate AAC 

device. Includes customized pageset for users specific access method. IR 

integration support for video streaming apps including Netflix, Amazon Prime 

and more.

Appliance Module: Plug-in appliance module allows for control of devices 

such as fans, lights and more. Can be activated by any button on the WinSlate 

AAC device. Includes pageset layout customization for use with user specific 

access requirements.

Alert Chime: Siren used to alert caretakers and aids that help is needed. Can 

be activiated by any button on the WinSlate AAC device. Includes pageset 

layout customization for use with user specific access requirements.

Z-Wave Integration: Adds Z-Wave hardware and software integration to 

WinSlate AAC Device. Allows WinSlate users to control Z-Wave enabled 

devices using any access method. 
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228-0375

228-0250

020-0104

Safe-Access - Door Control System PN:228-0209-02

Item ID Description

228-0182

228-000X-ZW

228-0038

Z-Wave Integration: Adds Z-Wave hardware and software integration to 

WinSlate AAC Device. Allows WinSlate users to control Z-Wave enabled 

devices using any access method. 

Gives WinSlate users full control over the entry door of their home. Live HD video stream shows proximity view. 

Smart deadbolt and Z-Wave Power Door Opener allow users to unlock and open their door using their WinSlate. 

Will be customized to accomodate specific door features. Can be used with any access method. 

Power Door Opener with Z Wave: WinSlate users can open and close doors 

using any access method.  Wood Frame      Metal Frame    Metal Frame

Smart Deadbolt: Smart deadbolt controlled by Forbes AAC devices. Supports 

individual access codes and auto locking functionality.

Onsite Setup:  In-home installation, setup and configuration of 

environmental controls appliances, devices and accessories. 

Smart Lightbulbs: 4 Pack of Smart lightbulbs controllable by Forbes AAC 

devices. Includes pageset layout customization for use with user specific 

access requirements.

Smart Home Controller: Allows users to access Amazon Alexa products and 

services. Includes all required hardware and setup services. Pageset 

cusomizations to include user specific content of interest uptimized for user 

specific access requirements.

Custom User File: Our Assistive Technology Specialists will create a custom 

user file with all required pagesets. Includes startup dashboard to facilitate 

easy access when transitioning from user specific AAC vocbulary to 

Environmental Control pagesets.
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228-0250

020-0104

Safe-View Home Camera System PN: 228-0209-03

Item ID Description

228-0182

228-0150

228-0222

228-0253

Onsite Setup:  In-home installation, setup and configuration of 

environmental controls appliances, devices and accessories. 

WinSlate users can monitor areas of their home using live video feed. Cameras can be mounted indoor or 

outdoor. Users can control which camera they are viewing. Compatible with all access methods including touch, 

eye tracking, head mouse and scan switch.

Z-Wave Integration: Adds Z-Wave hardware and software integration to 

WinSlate AAC Device. Allows WinSlate users to control Z-Wave enabled 

devices using any access method. 

Video Doorbell: Provides live video stream veiw of front door activity. 

Includes pageset customization for integrated control of the camera and 

optimizations for user specific access requirements.

HD Video Cameras: Wireless, weather-resistant HD security cameras with 

two-year battery life and motion detection. Includes pageset customization 

for integrated control of the camera views and optimization for user specific 

access requirements.

Video Display Monitor: Video monitor with device integration. Allows 

control of connected devices and display of security cameras. Includes 

pageset customization for integrated control of the camera views and 

optimization for user specific access requirements.

Custom User File: Our Assistive Technology Specialists will create a custom 

user file with all required pagesets. Includes startup dashboard to facilitate 

easy access when transitioning from user specific AAC vocbulary to 

Environmental Control pagesets.

Smart Home Controller: Allows users to access Amazon Alexa products and 

services. Includes all required hardware and setup services. Pageset 

cusomizations to include user specific content of interest uptimized for user 

specific access requirements.
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020-0104

Bedroom Independence System PN: 228-0209-04

Item ID Description Required Device

228-0182

228-0245

Bed Controller: Infrared bed controller allows WinSlate 

users to adjust their bed independently. Replaces the 

Existing controller pendant. *

WinSlate Only

Brand: Model:                                                           Serial Number: 

228-0375

Specify Functions on existing pendant: (Head up/down, Legs up/down, Bed up/down, other)

Z-Wave Integration: Adds Z-Wave hardware and software integration to 

WinSlate AAC Device. Allows WinSlate users to control Z-Wave enabled 

devices using any access method. 

Onsite Setup:  In-home installation, setup and configuration of 

environmental controls appliances, devices and accessories. 

WinSlate users can take full control of their bedroom environment and powered bed. Allows for independent 

control of bed position, room lighting and on/off appliances such as pedestal fans. Compatible with all access 

methods including touch, eye tracking, head mouse and scan switch.

Smart Lightbulbs: 4 Pack of Smart lightbulbs controllable by Forbes AAC 

devices. Includes pageset layout customization for use with user specific 

access requirements.

Custom User File: Our Assistive Technology Specialists will create a custom 

user file with all required pagesets. Includes startup dashboard to facilitate 

easy access when transitioning from user specific AAC vocbulary to 

Environmental Control pagesets.
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228-0250

020-0104

Additional Notes:
Please specify any additional notes regarding this order:

Onsite Setup: In-home installation, setup and configuration of environmental 

controls appliances, devices and accessories. 

Custom User File: Our Assistive Technology Specialists will create a custom 

user file with all required pagesets. Includes startup dashboard to facilitate 

easy access when transitioning from user specific AAC vocbulary to 

Environmental Control pagesets.

Smart Home Controller: Allows users to access Amazon Alexa products and 

services. Includes all required hardware and setup services. Pageset 

cusomizations to include user specific content of interest uptimized for user 

specific access requirements.
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